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Abstract

Novel three dimensional multichannel optical control systems are introduced for large coherent optical array applications such as coherent laser radar and steered coherent optical communication links. Three optical control systems are introduced using a wide variety of photonic technologies such as acousto-optics, liquid crystals, bulk birefringent crystals, and polarization optics. System control speeds vary from a slow milli-second range to a fast sub-microsecond range. Each proposed system is appropriate for a particular application.
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2. Introduction

It is well known that coherent receive optical arrays provide certain key advantages over incoherent optical systems, such as in coherent laser radar and communications applications [1-9]. So far, a variable optical delay line for the coherent optical array application has been formed using a piezoelectrically stretched fiber device which has a slow several milliseconds response [10]. Apart from being bulky, this approach is vibration, temperature, alignment, and cost sensitive, particularly for the multi-channel large coherent optical array application with > 50 array elements. The use of waveguide-based integrated-optic phase shifters has also been suggested as these respond fast (e.g., 20 ns); nevertheless, this approach is also alignment and cost sensitive, in addition to being polarization and temperature sensitive because of the use of fiber-optics. Both the earlier mentioned optical delay methods are not common-path in nature, and thus further optical phase error compensation is required based on the environmental conditions on the different optical channels in the system. Electronic delay lines can also be used after intermediate frequency (IF) detection, but before IF summation of all signals. These electronic phase shifters can be fast (in microseconds), but are designed for a particular IF; unlike optical phase shifters that are very broadband or essentially IF insensitive. Cost and performance can also become an issue for larger arrays (e.g., > 50 elements), thus promoting optics to be a possible practical choice for large optical array receivers.

In this paper, we propose three different kinds of optical control systems for large coherent optical arrays. All control systems have an almost common-path, in-line, optical heterodyne detection-based optical design that gives inherent optical stability to the system in terms of improved resistance to external environmental effects such as air currents, temperature gradients, and vibrations. To minimize optical losses due to the polarization perturbations in the received optical beams, a simple multi-channel passive optical polarization control module is introduced that forms two independent system channels for independent coherent optical array control. The first coherent optical array control system introduced in this paper is a multi-channel narrowband analog optical-phase correction-based system using simple bulk optics and two dimensional (2-D) nematic liquid crystal (NLC) arrays. The system can independently set the desired variable optical phase delays on the N received optical signals in approximately a millisecond. Therefore, this photonic controller is geared towards slow speed applications where precise analog optical phase control is desirable. Such applications can include coherent optical communication arrays such as free-space and satellite communication optical links and weather lidars. The second type of
coherent optical array control system proposed is a multi-channel variable (digital or step-wise) optical delay line system using a multi-channel acousto-optic device (MC-AOD), a precision cut bulk birefringent crystal, and a 2-D birefringent-mode NLC array. This system can independently set the desired discrete optical delays on the N received optical signals in a fast response time of a few microseconds. Like the first system, this discrete optical delay system is also relatively insensitive to optical phase drift effects due to temperature, vibration, and other environmental effects on the optical control system. Thus, this second system provides the high speed optical delay calibration capability for coherent arrays that is required in applications such as laser radar where target speckle fluctuations can be fast (in the MHz range) due to fast rotating objects. The final system is a switched binary delay line almost common-path system using polarization-based optical switches and isotropic and birefringent bulk crystals. Using ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) for optical switching, the desired optical phase and time delays can be set in a few tens of microseconds. This paper will describe the design issues and limitations of the three proposed novel adaptive optical control systems for coherent optical phased arrays.

2.0 System 1 - The Multichannel Analog Optical Phase Delay Control System

Fig. 1 shows System 1 that is the proposed high channel count (e.g., 200), moderately slow speed (e.g., in a few ms), relatively short optical phase and time delay (e.g., \(< 16\pi\) ), photonic control system for coherent optical receiver arrays.
A multi-channel analog optical phase delay system for coherent optical arrays is proposed that uses a 2-D birefringent-mode NLC array for optical phase control. A simple, passive, polarization control sub-system is shown that generates two physically separate system processing channels. Each system channel processes the optical array receive signal information for its respective horizontal (or vertical) linear polarization. The adaptive optical control system can independently set the desired variable optical phase delays on the N received optical signals, with system response time limited around the millisecond range by the strong viscous forces involved in the analog motion of the NLC molecules in the electrically controlled device. The two independent system channels (each system channel has N sub-channels) in the adaptive controller also provides the necessary compensation for input optical beam polarization changes, thus leading to higher heterodyne detection efficiency. Note that generally, input optical polarization changes occur rather slowly (seconds), and the NLCs can easily keep up with this slow variation. Also note that because we are using low cost NLC arrays much like the low cost NLC display devices common in laptop computers and wrist watches, this system is suited for large (e.g., 100 element) coherent optical arrays. Also, these optical phase shifters are analog, low control power optical devices, as pixel sizes are very small (e.g., 50 X 50 μm), leading to small electrical capacitance values. After all processing is complete, the coherent IF sum signals from Channel 1 and Channel 2 can be added after relative phase compensation to generate the total coherent sum signal.

Although, the optical phase delay process is purely analog in nature because of the gradual molecular motion of the NLC molecules when subjected to a changing external applied voltage, the NLC electrical drive voltage is typically generated via a computer-based control system and digital-to-analog converter electronics. Thus, quantization or digital control does eventually limit the system performance. With NLCs, we can quite easily provide a maximum of 1000 or 10 bits of variable optical phase delay over a 0-2π range. Here, N depends on the NLC device thickness d, the birefringence of the NLC material (Δn=nₑ-n₀), and the optical wavelength λ. For a typical high birefringence NLC material with Δn =0.2, λ=0.5 μm, and d= 20 μm, the maximum optical delay for a beam passing through this NLC devices equals 2πN, where N=(Δn d)/λ= 8. Thus, a maximum 16π optical path length difference compensation can be accomplished by a typical System 1. Longer optical path length difference compensation is possible with this system, if a cascade of independently controlled 2-D NLC devices is used in the system. Nevertheless, because of loss and resonant cavity effects, up to perhaps 6 independent anti-reflection coated devices is practical, implying a maximum of 96 π optical path length difference compensation, although, at the cost of increased NLC device control electronics.

Key features of System 1 include passive polarization control for higher optical heterodyning efficiency, 2-D NLC array design for lower system cost, multichannel-free-space-low optical interconnection design for low loss and low cost, ease in multiple beamforming via the use of free-space optics (e.g., monopulse beams), and high resolution 0-2πN (typically, N<8) analog optical phase/time delay control via parallel-rub birefringent-mode NLC devices. The major limitation, at present, with this system is its millisecond response time due to the limited switching speed of presently available parallel-rub birefringent-mode NLC materials. Applications for this system include coherent optical communication arrays in free-space and sat-com links, coherent monopulse receivers, laser remote sensing, and optical sensor arrays for vibration and wind shear detection.

3. System 2 - High Speed Multichannel Discrete Optical Delay Line System

Fig.2 shows two views of System 2. The K independent signal beams from the K-element optical receive array are combined with the IF shifted high power local oscillator reference beams using a PBS array. Note, only a single laser beam is expanded via free-space optics to form the K reference beams. The signal and reference beam pairs have orthogonal linear polarizations, with the signal beam polarizations continually set to the desired linear polarization by active optical polarization control devices such as commercially available in the fiber-optic industry. Passive polarization control can also be used as shown in system 1, but this would require adding a new system channel. The K collimated beam pairs are focussed into the corresponding channels of a MC-AOD that is fed by K optical delay control signals. The K diffracted
beam pairs from the MC-AOD can be independently set to go through different sections of a step-wise profile cut birefringent crystal. The number of different sections is equal to the total number of different delays required for the system. The AOD can provide a maximum of 1000 deflection spots or 10 bits of variable optical delay. The birefringent crystal must be cut appropriately to the right thickness to give the desired optical delay between the reference and signal beams. The switching time of the AOD deflector is fast, i.e., in microseconds or less. The lenses in the system make sure that the beams after optical delay fall on a K-element photo-sensor array that produces the K IF signals that are fed to a K-element multichannel correlation system for weight generation, and also to a K:1 IF adder for the coherent sum. Note that both the signal and reference beams through the AOD suffer the same doppler shifts; so these doppler shifts do not show up in the heterodyne detected IF signals.

Fig.2 shows System 2 that is the proposed low channel count (e.g., < 64), high speed (e.g., in a μs or less), moderately long optical phase and time delay (e.g., < 100ns), photonic control system for coherent optical receiver arrays.
Fig. 2 shows two views of System 2. The K independent signal beams from the K-element optical receive array are combined with the IF shifted high power local oscillator reference beams using a PBS array. Note, only a single laser beam is expanded via free-space optics to form the K reference beams. The signal and reference beam pairs have orthogonal linear polarizations, with the signal beam polarizations continually set to the desired linear polarization by active optical polarization control devices such as commercially available in the fiber-optic industry. Passive polarization control can also be used as shown in system 1, but this would require adding a new system channel. The K collimated beam pairs are focussed into the corresponding channels of a MC-AOD that is fed by K optical delay control signals. The K diffracted beam pairs from the MC-AOD can be independently set to go through different sections of a step-wise profile cut birefringent crystal. The number of different sections is equal to the total number of different delays required for the system. The AOD can provide a maximum of 1000 deflection spots or 10 bits of variable optical delay. The birefringent crystal must be cut appropriately to the right thickness to give the desired optical delay between the reference and signal beams. The switching time of the AOD deflector is fast, i.e., in microseconds or less. The lenses in the system make sure that the beams after optical delay fall on a K-element photo-sensor array that produces the K IF signals that are fed to a K-element multichannel correlation system for weight generation, and also to a K:1 IF adder for the coherent sum. Note that both the signal and reference beams through the AOD suffer the same doppler shifts; so these doppler shifts do not show up in the heterodyne detected IF signals.

Typical maximum atmospheric perturbations for coherent radar arrays are 400 radians or 63.66 optical cycles. For 1.06 micron light, this is 0.225 ps. If the optical transmit pulse width is 0.5 ns (for a 1 Gbps data rate), there is a 0.045% temporal dispersion, implying that this a narrowband beamforming case and 0-2π phase control should be sufficient for coherent summation. Nevertheless, if required, true-time optical delays can be generated by the proposed optical system to reduce effects of temporal dispersion in the final coherent summation.

Key features of System 2 include fast (sub-microsecond) optical time delay control, in-line architecture for improved optical stability against external effects, multichannel free-space low optical interconnection design for low loss and low cost, and cascadeability to a polarization control structure at the input port for high optical heterodyning efficiency. Other features include ease in multiple beamforming (e.g., monopulse beams) via the use of free-space optics, 0-2π analog optical phase calibration for system fine tuning via a parallel-rub birefringent mode NLC array. The key limitation, at present, with this system is its moderate (e.g., < 64) channel count limited by the number of channels available in today's commercial MC-AODs. Another important issue is the maximum number of delays achievable through the custom designed birefringent crystal. A typical 64 delay design is possible using state-of-the-art fabrication techniques used in crystal growth, thin films, and in general, semi-conductor processing. Applications of System 2 include coherent array laser radar (LIDAR) and imaging, coherent monopulse optical receivers, high resolution distributed coherent array tracking systems, laser remote sensing, and optical sensor arrays for vibration and wind shear detection.

4. System 3 - High Speed Long Time Delay Multichannel Binary Switched Optical Delay Line System

Fig. 3 shows how high speed N-bit optical phase and optical time delay control can be obtained using polarization optics, high speed binary optical switches such as FLCs, and fixed/slow speed optical phase/time delay plates such as isotropic crystals, birefringent-mode NLCs, or other birefringent crystals. Fig. 3 is set-up using a passive optical polarization control module that generates two independent, orthogonally polarized (v: vertical; h: horizontal polarization) light beam system channels labelled “System Channel 1,” and “System Channel 2.” The reference local oscillator beam is introduced equally into the two independent “System Channels,” to implement heterodyne detection. Note that within each optical phase/time delay single bit mini-module, there are two switched settings controlled by the two high speed binary optical switch arrays. One bit position gives a relative zero phase difference between the signal and reference beams when both beams travel.
through isotropic media, while the other bit position gives the desired relative optical phase/time delay via propagation through birefringent media. Note that each bit module is designed such that at all times, the signal and reference beams travel the identical path when in the delay bit. This gives the overall control system, exceptional tolerance to externally induced optical phase instabilities in the system. Also note that the signal and reference beams are always orthogonally polarized in the control bits. Only, in the solid-optic passive interconnection modules between bits, the signal and reference beams are not in-line. Because these passive modules can be made in a solid-optic robust form, optical phase instabilities due to vibrations can be minimized. Also note that unlike the passive optic interconnection modules, the bit modules get bigger for longer optical delays, and so it is more important to have an in-line common-path design for the larger bit modules. It is important to recall that because we can use 2-D arrays of binary optical switches, all our modules are multi-channel, which can reduce overall cost of these control modules.

**TOP VIEW:**

![Diagram of System 3](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie)

Fig. 3 shows System 3 that is the proposed high channel count (e.g., 200), relatively high speed (e.g., < 25 μs), long optical phase and time delay (e.g., < 1000ns), photonic control system for coherent optical receiver arrays.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced three novel photonic control systems for coherent receive optical arrays. The three systems vary in terms of their optical phase/time delay setting times, the number of channels possible in the system, and the quality and range of the optical phase/time delays. Depending on the needs of the particular coherent receive optical array application, one of the three systems is more suitable. Present limitations in the proposed systems are dependent on the present state-of-the-art in photonic components. Because of the modular designs of the proposed systems, future
improvements are possible with advances in photonic technology such as faster switching speed multichannel optical switches. Our future work relates to the experimental demonstration of these photonic controllers for coherent receive optical arrays.
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